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Achilleas Chaldaeakes

Singing antiphonally: unity or variety?

Antiphonal chanting, a technique used to in the singing of music in Orthodox 
churches all over the world, is said to have originated in Heaven, where it is 
used by angelic choirs. Sacred tradition has it that antiphony was revealed to 
humans in a vision, so that they praise God as the angels do in Heaven, i.e., 
divided in two choirs, the chanters sing in alternation the musical parts of 
any service. In fact, the technique of antiphonal chanting, in all its historical 
and liturgical versions, implies two antiphonally chanted parts, two groups 
of singers, two chanters (or choirs of chanters), usually facing each other. This 
positioning of chanters in space, reminiscent though it is of opposing armies 
arrayed for battle, aims in fact at securing a calm and concordious musical dia-
logue whose purpose is harmony and unity, allegedly imitating an archetypal 
angelic choir.

The technique in question, apart from many other extant literary testimo-
nies1, is also described in a theoretical text in the form of questions and an-
swers (the well-known Erotapokriseis) attributed to St John of Damascus:

Hear, listener, in order to learn who taught us to divide the choirs in two and chant ac-
cordingly. It was Flavianus, the most reverend Archbishop of Antioch, who instituted 
the tradition of chanting in two choirs in his endeavour to render the melody harmonious 
and ever-flourishing. He made the chanters stand apart, at a small distance from each 
other, forming two choirs and ordering them to chant in a pleasant and well-rhythmed 
way, so that each part might repose and regain their spirits whilst the other part chanted. 
Thanks to this arrangement, neither the one who sings nor the one who listens would 
ever surrender to lethargy, and this is achieved without resorting to cries during chant-
ing. So, if you really wish to chant melodiously as well as you can, you have to sing and 

1 Cf. Spyrakou 2008: 104-32, 147-52.
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not cry out loudly, creating disharmony, as many others do. In fact, these inarticulate 
utterances do not become people that praise the Lord; rather they are manifestations of 
raving folly. This is also proclaimed loudly, for anyone to hear, by the canon of Peter. 
Indeed, his canon, in perfect agreement with my own recommendations, disapproves of 
these practices, arguing that we all must come to the church in perfect devoutness and 
fear of God, and chant accordingly. We thus reject the rashness of those who come to the 
church and sing in loud and strident voices; for it has been written: Do not push nature 
beyond its limits, but offer your hymns to God with all due veneration, since all those 
who pray to God must be pious as it is proclaimed by the sacred dictum. Furthermore, 
the great luminary of humanity, the preacher with the golden tongue, asserts that, “every 
day there are angels in the churches who record the behaviour of every single member of 
the congregation”2.

This perspective of harmony and unity seems to be secured by traditional ec-
clesiastical melopoeia, where it is very easy to identify a similar melodic de-
velopment in pairs. Sacred melodies (at least the so-called papadic ones, which 
constitute the standard repertoire of all diurnal and nocturnal church services) 
are structured in such a way as to ensure that particular musical material can 
be continuously repeated, either unchanged or with minor melodic variations. 
This is a composition technique that certainly favours harmony and unity in 
interpretation, since the second chanter (or choir of chanters) repeats, to a great 
extent, the melodies initially chanted by the first one3.  

One can easily imagine here the musical dialogue that builds up during 
such antiphonal chanting; of course this dialogue implies a hierarchy based 
on criteria of musicality and knowledge: the first of the two parts (chanters or 
choirs) begins, and the second one follows. The part that starts the antiphonal 
chanting, apart from its hierarchical precedence, also provides the initial mu-
sical idea that is usually repeated by the part that follows; therefore not only 
does the latter appear as hierarchically inferior, but also plays a secondary 
role in chanting performance, simply repeating the original musical idea. In an 
ideal society (such as the archetypal community of angels), the feelings of each 
part for its antiphonal partner would be ideal as well: the second chanter (or 
choir) would recognize the undisputed superiority of the first one in musical 
knowledge and performing capacity, would look up to them with due respect 
and admiration; conversely, the first chanter (or choir) would show the second 
one an undivided affection, recognizing their musical knowledge and skills, 
admitting that the collaboration between the two parts is undoubtedly benefi-

2 Wolfram-Hannick 1997: 38-9124-45

3	 Cf.	Chaldaeakes	2011:	631-4,	where	there	may	be	seen,	for	example,	a	specific	dia-
gram of a lesser-known composition, recently studied by me, Makarios anir, i.e. the three 
first	psalms	of	David,	set	to	music	by	Germanos	of	New	Patras;	as	may	be	seen	in	a	copy	
of that diagram, found at the end of this paper (picture 1), the entire composition is divided 
into three parts, the second and the third parts always based on the same melody. Thus, 
while	the	first	chanter	is	singing	the	first	verse,	and	of	course	the	second	one	answers	by	
singing the second verse, the second and third parts (i.e. 80% of the entire composition) re-
main	in	any	case	identical,	based	on	the	same	melody;	the	second	chanter	therefore	merely	
repeats	what	the	first	one	has	already	sung.
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cial to both and ensuring that their musical dialogue results in a harmonious 
final performance.

Unfortunately, though, such an ideal society is nowadays very hard to find, 
and therefore such behaviour as that described above is correspondingly rare. 
Even in Orthodox monasteries (where such an angel-like attitude should be 
the norm) it was in the past (and still is) a common practice, in order to avoid 
feelings of rivalry, to “organize a series of rotating services so that all chanters be 
part of the primary choir for a determined period” and subsequently to “serve for 
an equal period of time in the opposite choir, with a view to ensuring a much desired 
moral sense of balance among chanters”4. Thus, whereas the essential care of both 
the Church and church music guarantees harmony and unity, the practical-
artistic dimension of psaltic performance involves other, more latent factors, 
that may occasionally lead in the opposite direction, towards variety or even 
differentiation. What are these factors? Apart from the aforementioned posi-
tioning of the two choirs in space in a way reminiscent of confrontation (a fact 
whose psychological impact, however slight, should be, in my opinion, the 
object of further investigation), the factors in question are either purely mu-
sicological or historical, anthropological and even psychological. In general, 
the “human factor” is here the dominant element that inevitably finds ways to 
create a discernible (not necessarily disturbing, but perhaps picturesque and at 
any rate remarkable) divergence, a musical differentiation.

Of course this phenomenon is not a modern one, nor is it exclusively attrib-
utable to selfish “secular” attitudes or to a spiteful polarizing tendency among 
immature representatives of the Psaltic Art. There is a relevant testimony dat-
ing from the late 15th century and written in verse by a teacher from Crete, 
named Akakios Chalkeopoulos5; he wrote a peculiar, but extremely interesting 
Theoretikon, at the beginning of which he describes the way two chanters used 
to behave to each other as follows: 

...to chant / decently, to please God and never put / his voice under strain, just to be ap-
plauded / and be invited to chant with joy and pleasure. / Now he tries to humiliate the 
other one, / the chanter of the other choir; he wants to tame him / waging war with the 
Psaltic Art as weapon / to prove himself better than the other and push him to despair. / 
So jealous are chanters, so full of envy / that they deliver their sermons whilst the choir 
is singing. / But they cannot be heard over the melody / and this truly makes their hearts 
bleed. / They seem to laugh, but envy burns them deep inside / their bile swells and their 
liver is on fire…6

Equally telling is the following report from a contemporary Gerontikon from 
Mount Athos, describing similar (or even more spiteful) attitudes that prevail 
even among Athonite monks:

At the holy Monastery of Iveron, during the annual feast of Our Lady of the Gate, the 
Panaghia Portaitissa (15 August), the Romanian musician Nektarios Monachos, aka 
Vlachos, had been invited to chant as first (right) chanter at the festal vigil. There, some 

4 Spyrakou 2008: 218.
5 Concerning Chalkepooulos, see Chaldaeakes 2010b.
6 Spyrakou 2008:131-2.
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monks, as had already been the case at the Church of Protaton, driven by envy, became 
the instruments of Satan and poisoned the wine of that sweet-voiced chanter to prevent 
him from performing. Yet that blessed musician, armed with great and deep faith in God 
and in the Virgin Mary, as soon as he felt the first stomach pains, ran to the icon of Our 
Lady of the Gate, took the oil-lamp, drank its entire content, and filled with anguish 
prayed to the Mother of God: “Virgin Mary save me, I have been poisoned!” The swift 
and willing helper and healer of those invoking her, Our Lady the Mother of God im-
mediately cured Nektarios upon his drinking the contents of the oil-lamp. He therefore 
recovered completely and chanted with enthusiasm during the entire vigil. To the great 
shame of those who dared attempt such a crime, Nektarios chanted, praised the Lord from 
the bottom of his heart and thanked the Holy Mother of God. As he revealed later, he 
had never had such an inspiration before, nor had he ever chanted with so clear a throat 
before that night that filled him with ecstasy and unspeakable joy. In other words, what 
happened was the exact opposite of what Satan had plotted using as his minions these 
despicable monks, who did not hesitate to resort to crime out of sheer envy7.

Yet the behaviour of that kind most widely disseminated and commented on, 
up to the present day, is known to us from anecdotal reports on the relations 
between the famous protopsaltes of the Ecumenical Patriarchate during the 
last century. The most telling of these cases is perhaps the widespread oral tra-
dition concerning the relationship between Konstantinos Pringos and Thrasy-
voulos Stanitsas, respectively protopsaltis and lampadarios of the Ecumenical 
Patriarchate for the period from 1939 to 19598. As has been written, 

The relations between Stanitsas and Pringos were not always harmonious. Their “co-
habitation” went through various stages. There was a little coffee house outside the Pa-
triarchate where all chanters (Rhaedestinos, Naupliotes, Vingopoulos) went to have their 
coffee – in other words, it was a haunt. There were times when they were seen taking their 
coffee together, and some other times when, after a dispute between them, they would 
visibly avoid each other. And this occurred quite regularly, as they constantly oscillated 
between being very close and refusing to talk to each other [...] Initially Pringos displayed 
affection for Stanitsas, but later his attitude changed. And when they were on bad terms, 
Stanitsas would say to Pringos: “Kostas, what will you chant today? Which Dynamis 
will you recite?” To which Pringos replied: “You say what I say”. Once, on the Sunday 
of Orthodoxy, Stanitsas said to Pringos: “Do not begin in a high register, because I do 
not feel well today”. Yet Pringos began his chanting with the katabasia “Thalassis to 
erythraion” [“Θαλάσσης τὸ ἐρυθραῖον…”] at a pitch clearly higher than was custom-
ary for him…9.

Equally indicative is the following incident, known to us from reports by sev-
eral eye and ear witnesses:

It was the eve of the Dormition of Mary, 14 August of a year unknown, at the service 
of Vespers. It must have been a period in which the two of them were not on very good 
terms. First entered the assistants, the domestikoi, and after having bowed in front of 
each other, they took their places at the lectern, but did not sit on their pews, waiting for 

7 Andreas monk 1981: 55-6.
8	 Concerning	Pringos	and	Stanitsas,	see	respectively:	Papamanolakes	1996;	Hadjigiak-
oumes	2003:	37-8	(of	the	submitted	leaflet);	and:	Farasoglou	1996;	Tsiounes	2000;	Tsiounes	
2003;	Hadjigiakoumes	2003:	39-40	(of	the	leaflet);	Aggelinaras	2009:	151-7,	173-201,	203-
28.
9 Tsiounes 2003: 27 and footnote 12. 
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the Masters to come in, as it is customary. In fact the first to arrive was Pringos, who 
took his place at the lectern, but without sitting on his pew, waiting for Stanitsas so that 
they could bow in front of each other. The Patriarch was about to arrive, and Stanitsas 
was still nowhere to be seen. And while the entire congregation waits filled with anxiety, 
Stanitsas appeared, for an unknown reason took his place at the lectern, turning his back 
to Pringos and sitting on the pew. Visibly irritated, Pringos addressed Stanitsas from 
the opposite side in a loud voice and using somewhat rude terms. Then Stanitsas, with 
a reddened face and full of rage, answered him in the same rude tone. As a result of this, 
Pringos became all white and began to shake (his health problems had already begun to 
manifest themselves) and they had to take him to the sacristy and throw some water on 
him to help him feel better. In the meantime, the Patriarch had entered the church and 
it was the left choir, presided over by Stanitsas, that addressed him with the customary 
salutation “εἰς πολλὰ ἔτη” ([May the Lord preserve you] for many years). Having 
come to his senses, Pringos took up his position to chant, still holding a grudge against 
Stanitsas. Thus, while chanting the eight-mode doxastikon of Vespers “Thearxio nevma-
ti” [“Θεαρχίῳ νεύματι…”], he changed the note Pa to La. Performing the part of the 
left chanter, in fourth plagal mode, at the word “presveve” [“πρέσβευε”], Stanitsas’s 
voice was supposed to rise to high Ni, which in this case is Sol. And normally he would 
be able to do so, but he was so upset and angered that he failed. The resulting dissonance 
was heard by everyone, and all of them, the assistants and everybody else, were unable to 
hold back their laughter10.

Apart from the historical importance and the moral significance of the above 
-cited testimonies, these reports (that are almost contemporary with the facts 
related in them) provide us with further technical-musicological indications 
on how it was (and remains) possible to generate this feeling of musical dis-
sonance and interpretive rivalry. I repeat that the relevant data are, so far, the 
following: firstly, the church, the place where antiphonal chanting is performed 
(but the church not only as a concrete place, but most of all as a philosophical-
ideological proposal and as an eschatological perspective), which offers chant-
ing whose moral model is angelic concord and harmony; secondly, the music, 
a music conceived and designed to be heard in the church (i.e., ecclesiastical 
music, as a melody-generating concept with the clear purpose of unity on a 
technical level), whose ideal is also uniformity and unity. Despite all this, it is 
remarkable that human ingenuity (or even malice) can achieve, if it so wishes, 
exactly the opposite results, by applying to the hymns chanted in the church 
the following three technical-musicological elements:

Knowledge of the repertoire as a whole• 11.

10 Ibid.: 30-1.
11 I would like to recall here, from the aforementioned story regarding the relationship 
between Pringos and Stanitsas, the following passage: Initially Pringos displayed affection 
for Stanitsas, but later his attitude changed. And when they were on bad terms, Stanitsas 
would say to Pringos: “Kostas, what will you chant today? Which Dynamis will you re-
cite?” To which Pringos replied: “You say what I say”. This is a usual and common practice 
among	chanters;	i.e.	the	first	chanter	usually	suprises	the	second	one,	choosing	composi-
tions less well-known or even unknown to him, in order to tame or even to humiliate him 
during their performance together.
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The tonal basis of the performance• 12.
The rhythmic pace (• tempo) of the performance13.

It is obvious that this phenomenon stems from strong social and anthropologi-
cal causes deserving of more thorough investigation.

Furthermore, it must be noted that, in addition to the oral dimension of the 
matter described above, documentary evidence reports, from the 18th century 
on, similar divisive tendencies. I refer in particuar to the cases (thus far in-
sufficiently studied) in which documentary evidence reflects historically con-
firmed personal conflicts and other musical litigations between famous com-
posers of sacred music. For instance, historical sources report that protopsaltis 
Panayiotis Chalatzoglou was driven by “extreme envy”14, and that protopsaltis 
Manuel “was a great opponent of George from Crete”15; another known case is that 
of the protopsaltis Jacob, who “would also had been an excellent chanter, if he had 
better rhythm. Because, ignoring the rules of rhythm, he did not obey the rhythm of the 
prosomoia, supposedly in order to express the meaning of the troparia. He thus brought 
Peter Byzantios, who was lampadarios at that time, to a state of exasperation”16; while 
the famous Peter Peloponnesios was involved in a serious controversy with 
both Jacob and Daniel the protopsaltai17.

12 I will also recall here, from the above mentioned story regarding the relationship be-
tween Pringos and Stanitsas, the following passage: Once, on the Sunday of Orthodoxy, 
Stanitsas said to Pringos: “Do not begin in a high register, because I do not feel well today”. 
Yet Pringos began his chanting with the katabasia “Thalassis to erythraion” (“Θαλάσσης 
τὸ ἐρυθραῖον…”) at a pitch clearly higher than was customary for him. This is another 
usual	practice	among	chanters;	i.e.	if	the	first	chanter	feels	that	the	second	one	has	any	vocal	
problems (or another type of voice in general), he tries to prove himself better, singing in 
pitch areas which are unfamiliar or even inaccessible to the second chanter (in example No. 
1, found at the end of this paper, one may see the aforementioned composition on the ka-
tabasiai “Thalassis to erythraion” {“Θαλάσσης τὸ ἐρυθραῖον…”}, written by Stanitsas 
himself, during the period he was a protopsaltis (and it is indicative that during that period 
Stanitsas	used	to	write	down	only	the	melodies	to	be	sung	by	the	first	chanter,	never	those	
of the second.).
13	 Tempo	is	obviously	one	of	the	most	important	elements	in	musical	perfomance;	some	
chanters frequently change the tempo of well-known melodies, making them faster, in order 
to suprise the second chanter and cause trouble for him.
14 This is an entry found in the “Alphabetical catalogue of those who flourished in this 
kind of music (i.e.	Greek	ecclesiastical	music)	at various times”,	written	by	Nikephoros	
Kantouniares	from	Chios	(cf.	Chaldaeakes	2010a);	see	specifically	his	autograph	codex	No.	
1427	of	Vatopediou	monastery	(dated	1810),	p.	663	and	the	codex	No.	318	of	Xeropotamou	
monastery (early 19th century), f. 143r. 
15	 From	the	aforementioned	catalogue;	see	also	codex	No.	1427	of	Vatopediou	monas-
tery	(dated	1810),	p.	662	and	codex	No.	318	of	Xeropotamou	monastery	(early	19th cen-
tury), f. 142v. 
16 This is a note from Chrysanthos’s Great Theory of Music (see Chrysanthos 1832: 
XXXVI,	note	a),	translated	by	Romanou	2010:	235,	note	91.
17 See also Chrysanthos, Great Theory of Music (Chrysanthos	1832:	XL-XLI,	note	b),	
translated by Romanou 2010: 238, note 109:“When protopsaltis John passed away and 
Daniel became protopsaltis, Jacob should have become lampadarios, since he was right 
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All these personal recriminations and their repercussions in the works of 
the aforementioned composers gradually lead to the composition of sacred 
melodies in accordance with a new spirit, clearly different from the old one 
that was based on unity. This new climate is implicitly (but sometimes also 
explicitly) defined by divisive tendencies, or, at any rate, by musical variety or 
even continuous antiphonal differentiation. To summarize, this new spirit in 
composing sacred melodies displays the following characteristics:

The superficial and nominal use of older melodic patterns based on uni-• 
formity (i.e. the morphological technique of similar melic development 
in pairs), yet with an increasingly visible musical sophistication and in-
terpretive analysis of any extant similar musical phrases, a technique 
that eventually cancels or represses this sense of similarity18.
The obvious, in many cases, compositional bias, according to the posi-• 
tion (protopsaltis or lampadarios) held by the composer with regard to 
his quality as a chanter19.

domestikos. Peter, however, overturning the order, thanks to the mediation of powerful 
people, became lampadarios himself and took Peter Byzantios as his domestikos. For this 
reason, it is said, he was despised by both Jacob and his teacher Daniel, with a hidden hate 
that made its appearance at times”;	cf.	also	the	following	relevant	note	from	the	manuscript	
version of Chrysanthos’s Great Theory of Music, written in 1816 by Chrysanthos himself 
in	the	codex	No.	18	of	the	Library	of	the	School	of	Dimitsana,	published	by	Konstantinou	
2007: 140-2: “In those times Daniel composed eight koinonika (Communion hymns) and 
included them in his chanting repertoire. The students who heard them asked Daniel to pub-
lish them for their sake, but he did not consent to this. Peter, on the other hand, upon listen-
ing to them carefully, composed eight koinonika imitating those of Daniel and subsequently 
published them. At that point Daniel, for a reason known to him alone, published his own 
eight koinonika”.
18	 Ιn	example No. 2, found at the end of this paper (taken from the musical edition John-
Stefanos1851: 294-8), there may be seen a very well-known composition by Jacob the 
protopsaltis, the polyeleos Douloi Kyrion (Δοῦλοι Κύριον) composed in the fourth Hagia 
mode (cf. Chaldaeakes 2003: 911-23). In all sixteen verses of this composition there is a 
central, but hidden, similarity: the melody of the refrain alleluia (ἀλληλούια).  How is this 
similarity hidden? It is in the fact that, while we have here a simple melody of an ascending 
and	descending	tetrachord	in	the	fourth	Hagia	mode,	i.e.	Gabc-cbaG,	at	the	same	time,	the	
melody appears through nine melodic variations, as may be seen in detail in the relevant 
index (picture 2), found at the end of this paper (taken from Chaldaeakes 2003: 916-7). 
This, then, is what I refer to when I speak of “increasingly visible musical sophistication 
and interpretive analysis of any extant similar musical phrases”;	this	is	the	“technique that 
eventually cancels or represses any sense of similarity”.
19 I would like to recall here, from the aforementioned story held at the church of the 
Ecumenical	Patriarchate	between	Pringos	and	Stanitsas	during	 the	eve	of	 the	Dormition	
of Mary, the following passage: … Pringos (…) while chanting the eight-mode doxastikon 
of Vespers “Thearxio nevmati” (“Θεαρχίῳ νεύματι…”), … changed the note Pa to La. 
Performing the part of the left chanter, in fourth plagal mode, at the word “presveve” 
(“πρέσβευε”), Stanitsas’s voice was supposed to rise to high Ni, which in this case is Sol. 
And normally he would be able to do so, but he was so upset and angered that he failed. Τhe 
resulting dissonance was heard by everyone, and all of them, the assistants and everybody 
else, were unable to hold back their laughter. In example No. 3, found at the end of this 
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In conclusion, the question that one has to answer is the following: Does the 
practice of antiphony in chanting reflect unity, variety, or both? Initially, I would 
say that, whereas all factors involved (the philosophy and ideology of the 
Church, but also the technique of sacred music itself) do “conspire” in favor of 
unity, this seems to be destined for an ideal world – the world of angels. In the 
flawed world of humans, division and divergence are constantly promoted. 
It has to be noted, however, that this phenomenon of division opens up new 
chapters in musical creation (the composition of new melodies), offering at the 
same time the possibility of a philosophical and musicological rethinking of 
music itself in both its anthropological dimension and its realization as chant-
ing performance. In any case, the fundamental question raised by the present 
paper (Does the practice of antiphony in chanting reflect unity, variety, or both?) re-
mains, if not unanswered, at the very least pending; it may well be answered, 
however (and not necessarily in some preconceived or dogmatic way), by any 
well-intentioned and objective researcher investigating the – visible or secret – 
essence of music and its performance – in other words, by all of you…
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Christ Pantocrator in the dome of the St John the 
Theologian church, Orthodox Seminary, Joensuu. 
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